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FROM STREETS TO PLAYGROUNDS: 
ACTIVATING THE ARCHIVE

Using photographic archives to understand 
children’s activity in historic urban environments
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JULIA WINCKLER

RESEARCH OUTPUT

Julia Winckler used archival research on civic photography, 
alongside interviews with archivists, researchers, photographers 
and city residents in Toronto, Canada and Brighton, UK, to reveal 
new understandings of children’s relationships with the urban 
environment; and, through ‘activating’ the archive, generated 
new perspectives on historical experience. 

Winckler curated two exhibitions, including catalogue essays and lecture 
presentations. She also produced two documentary films that were 
shown at these and subsequent exhibitions as well as being available to 
view separately online. 

• Exhibition: Carlton Hill – The Children of Brighton’s Displaced 
Community, Jubilee Library, Brighton, September 14-19, 2015. 
Including projection event, Circus Street, Carlton Hill, 17 September 
2015, as part of the Fourth International Visual Methods 
Conference 2015.

• Film: Carlton Hill: The Children of Brighton’s Displaced Community 
(2015) 13:40 minutes. Director: Julia Winckler. Editor: Ian Hockaday. 
Narrator: Selma Montford.

• Film: ‘Children are the Future of any Country’, an interview with 
photographer Wolf Suschitzky. Shown at the exhibition in Toronto, 
2017 and again at the FOTOHOF Salzburg, August 2020.

• Co-curated exhibition: From Streets to Playgrounds: Representing 
Children in Early Twentieth Century Toronto. City of Toronto Archives 
gallery, September - December 2016 and March - August 2017. 

• Exhibition texts: Winckler, J.  (2016 a and b) ‘Dressing Down: 
Imaging Poverty’ and ‘Threshold Photographs, Verges, Entry Points.’ 
(Anderson, Chambon et al., 2016). 

The research considered the ways in which contemporary audiences 
might understand and engage with archives of early civic record 
photography that inadvertently recorded children at play in the urban 
environment. To draw meaning from the photographs, Winckler used 
curatorial methods, including projecting archive imagery onto extant 
buildings, and built narratives linking living histories, using interviews 
with photographers and residents of the urban areas originally 
photographed. 

Projection of archive imagery of 
Carlton Hill, Brighton (2015)

The projection was made onto 
a Victorian building in the area, 

the former Circus Street School. 
Already scheduled for demolition 

at the time, it was finally pulled 
down in 2017.  The projection 

was part of the exhibition Carlton 
Hill – The Children of Brighton’s 
Displaced Community and the 

International Visual Methods 
Conference, Brighton 2015.
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From Streets to Playgrounds

(above)
Projection of archive imagery of 
Carlton Hill, Brighton, UK, onto 
a Victorian building in the area 

scheduled for demolition in 2015 
 International Visual Methods 

Conference 2015

(left)
Carlton Hill – The Children of 

Brighton’s Displaced Community 
Jubilee Library, Brighton, 

14-19 September 2015
installation view 

(interior)
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JULIA WINCKLER

CARLTON HILL: THE CHILDREN OF BRIGHTON’S 
DISPLACED COMMUNITY

Film available at https://vimeo.com/258316278

From Streets to Playgrounds

CHILDREN ARE THE FUTURE OF ANY COUNTRY

Julia Winckler interviews photographer Wolf Suschitzky

Film available at https://vimeo.com/258317311

https://vimeo.com/258316278
https://vimeo.com/258316278
https://vimeo.com/258317311
https://vimeo.com/258317311
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From Streets to Playgrounds

(above)
Circus Street School building, 

Carlton Hill, Brighton
Vawdrey Studios c.1935

(left)
Detail showing compound visual 
effect of projection onto the old 

Circus Street School building, 
then due for demolition,

 during projection event for 
Carlton Hill – The Children of 

Brighton’s Displaced Community 
and the International Visual 

Methods Conference, 
Brighton 2015
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From Streets to Playgrounds: 
Representing Children in Early 

Twentieth Century Toronto
City of Toronto 

Archives gallery (2017)
installation view

From Streets to Playgrounds
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From Streets to Playgrounds

Elizabeth Street and Louisa Street 
Junction, Toronto 

(above) Arthur Goss, New 
Registry Office Site, May 15, 

1912, City of Toronto Archives, 
Fonds 1231, Item 1846

 
(left) Postcard captioned, ‘New 

City Hall under construction June 
22nd, 1964’, (Toronto) Canadian 

Architectural Archives

Published in Winckler, J. (2016b) 
‘Threshold Photographs, Verges, 

Entry Points.’  (Anderson, 
Chambon et al., 2016)

It was this image, left, that first 
prompted the research 

See also image overleaf
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From Streets to Playgrounds

Elizabeth Street and Louisa Street Junction, Toronto 

Contemporary view of the location of former 
Elizabeth Street and Louisa Street Junction 

Louisa Street, pictured at the junction with Elizabeth 
Street in the 1912 image by Arthur Goss [page 07], 
was subsumed by the building of the New City Hall 

shown in progress in the postcard of 1964 [page 07] 
and, an established feature of the city, on the left of 

the image above. 
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From Streets to Playgrounds

From Streets to Playgrounds: Representing Children in Early 
Twentieth Century Toronto

City of Toronto Archives gallery
installation views
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From Streets to Playgrounds: Representing Children in Early 
Twentieth Century Toronto

City of Toronto Archives gallery
Examples of photographs

From Streets to Playgrounds
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Streets to Playgrounds: Activating the Archive questions how 
civic archive photography is understood, investigating the 
emotional values in the imagery and its histories that can be 
generated and foregrounded through curation. 

It specifically queries the narrative potential that can develop from 
photographs that include children but whose purpose was for records of 
civic planning, often for clearance projects. 

The research asked:

1. How do we activate an emotional connectivity with archive 
representations of children later affected by urban clearance 
schemes?

2. How do photographic practices hide and reveal perspectives of 
value in the recording of cities and their young inhabitants?

Carlton Hill – The Children of 
Brighton’s Displaced Community 

Jubilee Library, Brighton
14-19 September 2015

installation view (exterior)
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RESEARCH CONTEXT

Winckler investigates archival traces within the 
context of collective memory and migration 
narratives. Her research questions probe 
how neglected archival sources can reveal 
forgotten histories of great significance to our 
understanding of the present. 

Applying a creative and interpretive photographic 
approach, Winckler proposes using photographs as 
tools to think about historical experience in which 
multiple articulations of memory and meaning are 
expressed. The approach was framed by Susan 
Sontag’s observation that a photograph can only 
be ‘an invitation to pay attention, to reflect, to learn, 
to examine’ (Sontag, 2003) and also drew on the 
work of Elizabeth Edwards, who mobilised Eelco 
Runia’s concept of a ‘stowaway’ to refer to historical 
moments that survive into the present inadvertently, 
and applied it to subjects captured in historical 
photographs by chance. 
 
Children were recognised to be frequent yet 
incidental subjects in the civic archival photographs 
used for the basis of the research. The photographs, 
taken by public health and urban planning 
departments in Canada and the United Kingdom, 
revealed centrally located communities which were 
broken up under the guise of slum clearance as early 
as the 1910s, and as late as the 1970s. Following 
demolition, residents were usually rehoused on the 
urban peripheries. 

Winckler’s film ’Carlton Hill: The Children of 
Brighton’s Displaced Community’ used photographs 
taken in Brighton, England in 1935. Commissioned 
by the Environmental Health Department of Brighton 
Borough Council for site mapping purposes of 
the neighbourhood prior to its demolition, the 
photographs were taken by local photography 
studio, Vawdrey. They were subsequently forgotten 
about, although rumours of their existence persisted 
until the 1980s, when they were rediscovered, 
following research and investigations by Selma 
Montford, director of the Lewis Cohen Urban Studies 
Centre. Some of these images inadvertently captured 
children in the streets, windows and doorways, 
returning the gaze of the photographers. 

Extending her enquiry, Winckler interviewed the 
photographer Wolf Suschitzky about his commissions 
photographing and filming children for the Ministry 
of Information and for Focal Press guides. Suschitzky 
was a highly regarded documentary photographer, 
cameraman and humanist, whose career touches 
upon key historic moments and major photographic 
developments across the twentieth century. 
In this documentary, he related his approach to 
photographing children at the start of his career and 
discussed his work on ‘Children of the City’, a Ministry 
of Information documentary that he worked on with 
female director Budge Cooper in 1944. This film 
focuses on ‘child delinquency’ in Dundee, and social 
deprivation, due, in part, to children having no public 
spaces to play and learn in. 

This research was part of Winckler’s contribution 
to a multi-disciplinary collaborative project, The 
Wished-for City (2013-2017), funded by a Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council, Canada, 
(SSHRC) Insight Grant, undertaken with Adrienne 
Chambon, Ernie Lightman and Bethany Good from 
the University of Toronto and Vid Ingelevics and Mary 
Anderson from Ryerson School of Image Arts. The 
wider collaborative research challenged the labelling 
of these areas as merely ‘slums’ (Chambon and 
Good, 2017), recognising how the streets had been 
terrains of community activity, particularly for younger 
inhabitants, as repeatedly evidenced by photographs 
in which children are depicted yet irrelevant to the 
original aim of the photographer in capturing the 
perceived poor conditions of the housing.
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From Streets to Playgrounds

(left) Tenements, London
Wolf Suschitzky

1936 

(right)
‘Begging, but it’s only a game’

Studio-posed image disseminated 
as a postcard, c.1929

Published with exhibition texts, 
Winckler, J. (2016a), ‘Dressing 

Down: Imaging Poverty’ 
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RESEARCH PROCESS

Alongside Canadian co-researchers from 
the disciplines of photography, sociology 
and social work, Winckler made historical 
and contextual analyses of the archive 
photographs. Combining an archaeological 
with a genealogical approach, the research 
was able to produce and document a retracing 
process, examining records of the demolition 
and building work that had happened since 
the photographs were taken, and setting up 
encounters and dialogues with people who 
provided oral histories of the area.

Winckler used the historical traces established in the 
engagement with the archive to bring further emotive 
resonance to the display of images. Technologies 
allowed experimentation, including the projection 
of archive imagery from the Carlton Hill area onto 
buildings in the locale, also the use of 2.5 Parallax 
software in the Toronto exhibition, which focused in 
and out of different points in the photographs, giving 
an illusion of movement and life.

She explored parallel examples in the UK and 
Toronto, probing photographic practice of the time 
through interviews with photographers of children 
and those who were photographed. The narrative 
of the photographs themselves was included in 
the framework of these histories, recognising the 
importance of when the photographs were first 
made, their use and function in non-archival planning 
processes. Winckler established the time of their 
rediscovery and recirculation, often more than fifty 
years later and investigated in detail the changing 
context of each new presence of the images 
(Winckler, Chambon and Montford, 2015b).

Carlton Hill: The Children of Brighton’s 
Displaced Community (2015)

This exhibition selected six images from the Vawdrey 
Environmental Health visual recording and placed 
these alongside three photographs from a later 
1950s commission by Deane and Miller. 

By establishing leads through online responses, 
archival investigation and chance encounters, 
Winckler was able to augment the histories that were 
intimated by the civic record photographs of the area. 
In this way she met, for example, three generations 
of women from the Bishop family, originally from the 

Carlton Hill area. She pursued these connections to 
find further links to the children in the photographs or 
the ‘slums’ in the Carlton Hill area at that time, linking 
the historical urban cityscape with the present-day 
residents’ stories and generating an emotional 
response, particularly, for example, in visitors who 
had suffered personal loss and made reconnections 
through the ‘activated’ exhibition. 

‘Children are the Future’ was a film recording of 
conversations which took place at Wolf Suschitzky’s 
home in Maida Vale, London, between December 
2014 and February 2015. Suschitzky described 
his pioneering approach to photographing 
children in a career that began in the 1930s 
and discussed the value of using documentary 
photography in the cause of children. Winckler’s 
interview paid special attention to his work on the 
Ministry of Information documentary, ‘Children of the 
City’ (1944), and the role of photographers at that 
time, allowing important comparison with the works 
found in archives.

From Streets to Playgrounds: Representing 
Children in Early Twentieth Century Toronto

The research brought specific and contextual 
examples of the research work to the City of Toronto 
Archive gallery (2016-2017), co-curated by the 
collaborative team, seeking to reactivate historical 
archives to present a wider picture of representations 
of children in public spaces and resulting in a 
renewed cultural presence. 

This exhibition was the primary output of the wider 
research project and Winckler’s authorship of 
the Carlton Hill research played a key role in this, 
together with the documentary films. She was also 
part of the broader collaboration, which employed 
a wide-ranging set of research methodologies to 
investigate shared and mutually beneficial territories 
across visual and photographic research, sociology 
and more traditional historical archive methods. 
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RESEARCH INSIGHTS

By bringing the detached precision and 
straightforward intention of civic planning 
photographs into a new exhibition context, 
Winckler was able to test the ways in which 
human life stories disappear from such 
photographs and can be reactivated through 
audience engagement. 

This included the ways in which the exhibitions 
reframed the viewer’s perception of the 
photographs. Winckler demonstrated ways in 
which photographs can be mobilised to develop 
new meaning, furthering work on photographic 
agency and autonomy by Wilhelm Genazino and 
WG Sebald (Genazino, Scholtz, and Sebald, 1999; 
Genazino 2012). The continued physical presence 
of the archival objects became confirmation of a 
neighbourhood’s existence and allowed for the 
extension of this through resulting engagements, 
most resonantly in the sharing of oral histories of the 
area and demonstrations of emotional connectivity.

Winckler observed the reactions to the photographs, 
documenting these in an article on the exhibition’s 
value to visual methodologies (Winckler et al., 2015a). 
Her research dislodged familiar readings of archival 
material and made visible the strong connections 
between working class, migrant neighbourhoods in 
Canada and Britain caught up in processes of rapid 
change. This, in turn, demonstrated the emotional 
resonance that can be activated through the 
imagery, shaping understanding of how the planned 
demolition and clearing of the urban landscape 
related to residents’ perspectives on their homes and 
their dispersal from central areas to the margins. 

A new perspective was formed of photographs 
originally taken for the immediate purposes of urban 
planning, one which recognised how photographs 
of this kind can and do shift their values with the 
narrative interplay brought out in curation. By 
researching the histories of children incidentally 
caught by the camera and then tracing their histories 
to the present day, Winckler and her collaborators 
improved understanding of the interrelation between 
social histories of this period and the photography 
that provided a concurrent visual history, while 
exposing some of the impact of the slum clearance 
on the close-knit communities of these areas.

(top)
Extract of 1910 map of The Ward and the 

intersection of Louisa/Elizabeth Streets, Toronto

(bottom)
Extract from a 2017 map, showing the intersection 

of Louisa/Elizabeth Streets, Toronto

This is the site of the Goss 1912
photograph, ‘New Registry Office Site, May 15th, 

1912, North West Corner Elizabeth and Louisa
Street’ (See photograph, top, page 07).

It is now part of Toronto’s City Hall.
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DISSEMINATION

The exhibition in City of Toronto Archives gallery, Canada,  
September - December 2016 and March - August 2017, was 
attended by over 9,000 people. A companion publication 
From Streets to Playgrounds: Representing Children in Early 
Twentieth Century Toronto: Expanding Texts was available 
at the exhibition and subsequently online https://www.
fromstreetstoplaygrounds.com/expanding-texts

In Toronto (2016-2017) and Brighton (2015), the research was 
disseminated through parallel outreach presentations. Oral and visual 
presentations were given in Brighton (Winckler, Chambon and Montford, 
2015a):, Ljubljana, Slovenia (Chambon, Winckler and Lightman, 2015) 
and Lisbon, Portugal (Chambon and Winckler, 2016).

The City of Toronto Archives gallery used the exhibition in their 
educational programme and as part of tours for students exploring 
archives as a career. Collaborating sociologists in the research presented 
papers drawing on the material for the Creative Processes and Archives 
in Arts and Humanities Conference (Chambon and Good, 2017). 
Winckler published on her insight on Wolf Suschitzky’s work (Winckler, 
2019) and showed the film at the exhibition No Resting Place, FOTOHOF, 
Salzburg, Austria, 17 July - 26 September 2020. 

The Canadian exhibition received substantial media reviews in national 
papers and on radio, including:

Skinner, J. (2016) ‘Toronto Archives showcases the rise of playgrounds in 
the city’ City Centre Mirror (Toronto) https://www.toronto.com/news-
story/6898600-toronto-archives-showcases-the-rise-of-playgrounds-in-
the-city/

Selley, C. (2016) ‘A time in Toronto’s history when children roamed free 
— and polite society decided this wouldn’t do’ National Post (Canada) 
30 September. https://nationalpost.com/news/toronto/chris-selley-
a-time-in-torontos-history-when-children-roamed-free-and-polite-
society-decided-this-wouldnt-do

Mouch, L. (2017) ‘Quand les rues du Ward appartenaient aux enfants: Le 
début du 20e siècle en photos aux Archives de Toronto’ L’Express, 3 
Avril. https://l-express.ca/quand-les-rues-du-ward-appartenaient-aux-
enfants/

The project website provides an ongoing set of resources: https://www.
fromstreetstoplaygrounds.com/research-project

Winckler’s two films made in the 
UK were a section of the Toronto 

exhibition: ‘Histoires Croisées: 
tracking archival photographs of 
displaced communities within a 

British context’ 
https://www.

fromstreetstoplaygrounds.com/
histoires-croises

https://www.fromstreetstoplaygrounds.com/expanding-texts
https://www.fromstreetstoplaygrounds.com/expanding-texts
https://www.toronto.com/news-story/6898600-toronto-archives-showcases-the-rise-of-playgrounds-in-the-city/
https://www.toronto.com/news-story/6898600-toronto-archives-showcases-the-rise-of-playgrounds-in-the-city/
https://www.toronto.com/news-story/6898600-toronto-archives-showcases-the-rise-of-playgrounds-in-the-city/
https://nationalpost.com/news/toronto/chris-selley-a-time-in-torontos-history-when-children-roamed-free-and-polite-society-decided-this-wouldnt-do
https://nationalpost.com/news/toronto/chris-selley-a-time-in-torontos-history-when-children-roamed-free-and-polite-society-decided-this-wouldnt-do
https://nationalpost.com/news/toronto/chris-selley-a-time-in-torontos-history-when-children-roamed-free-and-polite-society-decided-this-wouldnt-do
https://l-express.ca/quand-les-rues-du-ward-appartenaient-aux-enfants/
https://l-express.ca/quand-les-rues-du-ward-appartenaient-aux-enfants/
https://www.fromstreetstoplaygrounds.com/research-project
https://www.fromstreetstoplaygrounds.com/research-project
https://www.fromstreetstoplaygrounds.com/histoires-croises
https://www.fromstreetstoplaygrounds.com/histoires-croises
https://www.fromstreetstoplaygrounds.com/histoires-croises
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From Streets to Playgrounds

(left)
From Streets to Playgrounds: 

Representing Children in Early 
Twentieth Century Toronto: 

Expanding Texts (2016)
Cover of exhibition publication

(below)
From Streets to Playgrounds: 

Representing Children in Early 
Twentieth Century Toronto 

Exhibition film  

EXHIBITION FILM

Film available at https://vimeo.com/303742805

https://vimeo.com/303742805
https://vimeo.com/303742805
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